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U.S. CABINET MINISTER'S TRIBUTE TO RUS SIA

Toronto, Tuesday - The Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
Ralph A.Bard, paid tribute to Russia in an address before the

convention of the Metal Trades Department of the American

Federation of Labour, today.

He said, in part:

"Only a man of stone could read the daily dispatches from Stalingrad
and still talk in the cosy warmth of his living room fire about post-war

America. When you say those two words ’unselfish devotion' there is a

logical compulsion to think of the Russians.

"All of us, and I include the American Labour Movements, have been

a little priggish about the political beliefs of our Russian allies. But

be that as it may, our hopes and the future of free men everywhere have

been in their keeping for many months.

"What we owe them for their unbeatable tenacity, courage and dis-

regard of life is incalculable and can only be repaid by the rest of the

world when the Russians are relieved of their present ordeal and restored

to the pleasant tenor of life which we, their allies, so far have been

permitted to retain in large measure because of their sacrifices.

"Then history is written, there will be no more glorious recording

in the annals of the world than that of the Russian people and the Russian

armies during the past year, and it will be recorded that these people and

their armies helped to protect democracy's wartorn body from the clammy

hands of death day after day, week after week and month after month, while

the rest of the world had a great opportunity to prepare and take over - to

carry on and eventually heal the wounds of democracy and restore it as a

guiding star and saviour for the peoples of the earth.

"We
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"We should be stirred to the depths by the realization that we

are here witnessing one of the greatest spectacles of world history in

the valiant stand of the Russians at Stalingrad today. When I say

the Russians I mean not only the army, I an thinking also of the old men,

women and children, of their homes, their furniture, their baby

carriages, beds and stoves.

"Their every possession is thrown into the fray without thought of

the future, or of any material thing, with no thought for themselves, for

they are dying by the thousand, but with the single burning thought of

the defence, of their country, their principles and their ingrained de-

termination to make of Russia the country of their hopes and dreams.

"They have the will to fight. They absolutely refuse to surrender

the things for which they have suffered to be despoiled, wrecked and

ruined by the Nazi destroyers.

"Their undying determination can only be explained by their faith,

by their hopes for Russia 's future and their calm, stubborn resolve that

the sorrow, suffering and travail of their people for the, past twenty-

five years shall not have been spent in vain.

"What have we in America to fight for? Our freedom, our rights
as individuals, our religious beliefs, the blessings we have had so long
that we cannot visualise being without them.

"Is it worth fighting for? Is it worth preserving? Is it worth

sacrifice in the Russian manner?

"Or shall we bicker and scold amongst ourselves as to who will do

what and how and why, until we have bickered our freedom away for the

satisfaction of saying that we showed the other fellow where ho got off.

"Today, with our eyes on the people of Russia, our hearts with then,

lot us resolve to he men and women of this great inerica of ours first,

devoting our energies to the needs of our nation in its hour of great

crisis, and thereafter we can be hankers, lawyers, workers, labour leaders,

farmers and farm lobbyists.”
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